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Installation Exposition of PLM-02 Pin Lock 

 

1. The gearshift should be in the parking 

position. And the pin of the lock should be 

behind the shift as the photo shows.  

 

 

2. Pull out the plastic lead cover of gearshift.  

 

3. Lose the screws on right & left front side of 

the gearbox. 

 

4. Lose the screws on right & left backside of 

gearbox. 
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5. Lose the inside screws of gearbox. 

 

6. Take the plastic gearbox out. 
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7. The Lock should be screwed tight on the 

bracket by 2 pcs of screw 1 . 

 

8. Band the bracket to suit the shape of 

gearbox with the banding machine, in 

order to screw the bracket tight on the 

metal board of the gearbox. 
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9. Position the lock with the pin behind the 

gearshift. And remove the carpet of the 

front seat and check the position of the 

bracket. 

 

10. Mark the center hole with marker only.  

 

11. Drill a center hole of the bracket first. 

Please do not drill other two holes until 

adjust the lock in right position. 
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12. Uses the Screw 2 for the center hole of the 

bracket and screw it tight up with the wash 

3 & wash 4.  

Then spray the Anti-Corrosive paint  

on the nuts to avoid gather rust. 
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13. Adjust the lock in right position, and then 

drill another holes. Use the Screw 4 for the 

holes and tight them up with wash 5 & 

wash 6.  

Then spray the Anti-Corrosive paint  

on the nuts to avoid gather rust. 

 

 

14. Measure the height, deep & wide distance 

based on the gearshift.  

 

15. Cut off the square lock hole on the Plastic 

gearbox and put the gearbox back.  

Put the removable lock frame 

into it’s position, then screw 

up all the screws of gear box back.  
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16. Final Screw the pin holder on the gearbox 

with screw 7.  
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17. Finish. 

 

 

 

 


